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HD Expo 2020: Introducing Our Latest Collections for Hospitality Environments

Though we couldn't be together in person for this year's show, we've launched a comprehensive lineup of new collections, introductions to existing
collections, and high-demand pieces inspired by our clients and the unique hospitality projects they have shared with us. Here's a roundup of what's new:

The Akuu seating collection, designed by Janice Feldman, sports signature curves in two versatile hues of handwoven JANUSfibera crisp white Limestone
and the deep, dazzling Bronze. Designed for poise and practicality, the Akuu Armchairs and Lounge Chairs are stackable and offer a compelling
sweeping seat back design.

Among our woven introductions, the iconic Amari collection has welcomed the Smoke JANUSfiber finish, a sophisticated gradient of light and dark grey
hues that expertly highlights Amari's intricate weave and sculptural frame. Also in Smoke: the Rock Garden collection designed by industry icon André
Fu. The comprehensive Rock Garden collection balances Fu's expert attention to detail with harmonious silhouettes and textured materialssolid premium
teak, JANUSfiber, and Textured Alabama Ceramic tabletopsto communicate tranquility and balance.

A few of our existing collections have expanded, including the best-selling Knot collection designed by Janice Feldman, distinctive for its macramé-style



reef knot pattern. Knot's new pieces include modular seating with inviting cushions and hourglass frames in two neutral finishes: Fossil and Shale. The
award-winning Anatra collection, created by design icon Patricia Urquiola, introduces modular seating along with two new lounge chair designs, all
highlighted by expertly handwoven rope details. Additionally, the Alta series, designed to meet the dimensional requirements for senior living, has
expanded to include the celebrated Matisse and Niche collections.

By popular demand, we've introduced distinctive wheels to the Duo Chaise Lounge for a mod statement piece available in aluminum or mesh, with arms
or without arms. A new chaise lounge also joins the architectural Matisse collection, an adjustable piece appealing in its simplicity. Janice Feldman 
designed the Nexus Side Table to accommodate a narrow balcony, embracing small spaces with angular design and woven rope details.


